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commitment to the environment, the circular economy, research and technological innovation. Erion
comprises four sector Collective Schemes: Erion WEEE, Erion Professional, Erion Energy and Erion
Packaging. The Collective Schemes are supported by ECO (Erion Compliance Organization), the
Collective System responsible for providing them shared services, harmonising their respective strategies and coordinating the diﬀerent operational areas. Erion is the Producer Responsibility Organisation chosen by over 2,400 Electrical and Electronic Equipment (EEE) and Battery and Accumulator
Producers; a Producer’s System controlled by the Producers themselves.
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Key aspects of EPR schemes
The concept of Extended Producer Responsibility (EPR), ﬁrst introduced in 1990, implies that
producers (including manufacturers as well as importers) should take over the ﬁnancial and/or
organisational responsibility for collecting, sorting and treating waste for recycling or reuse. EPR
policies provide producers with an incentive to take into account environmental considerations from
the design phase to the end-of-life (EoL) of their products.
At the European Union (EU) level, the legislative framework to develop an EPR system is regulated by
both the directives for waste management and speciﬁc waste stream directives. These provide a
general framework that each Member State (MS) needs to implement in its regulation based on its
interpretation, leading to heterogenous EPR policies across MS. Thus, EPR systems can have
many diﬀerent features across the EU, resulting in potential performance diﬀerences across MS and
waste streams.
This is demonstrated in this report through comparisons of Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment
(WEEE), batteries and packaging waste streams in France, Germany, Spain, Italy and the United Kingdom (UK), highlighting commonalities as well as notable practices amongst schemes in these countries that contribute to their performance. Additionally, case studies of unique EPR sectors (textiles,
tyres, oil and furniture) are assessed to aid the overall objective of this report which is to outline the
characteristics and practices that contribute to an EPR scheme’s successful performance and to its
eﬃcient management.

There are ﬁve key points of variability amongst EPR schemes:
1. Level of responsibility: under “ﬁnancial” responsibility, producers must ﬁnance the existing waste
management systems. Under “organisational” responsibility, producers are ﬁnancially responsible
and are also partially or fully responsible for the organisation of the activities traditionally undertaken
by the municipalities to manage the waste.
2. Individual or collective approaches:
o Individual: the producer takes care on its own (ﬁnancially, and/or organisationally) of the
End-of-Life (EoL) management of its products;
o Collective: “Collective scheme” or Producer Responsibility Organisation (PRO) undertakes EPR
tasks (organising and ﬁnancing collection and EoL operations) on behalf of its members in
exchange for a fee (usually calculated based on each producer's market share and potentially on
the eco-design of the product).
3. Competition: competition between schemes occurs when there are several schemes in the same
waste sector and geographic zone, which often allows producers to beneﬁt in terms of price competitiveness. Competition can then be regulated by an independent third-party (either spontaneously
created by producers or a regulatory requirement) which veriﬁes the full coverage (product and geographic), the compliance of the PRO and the treatment quality.
4. Cost Coverage: EPR schemes often have to cover as a minimum legal requirement some operational costs including separate collection, transport and treatment of waste, and may also voluntarily
decide to provide additional funds for supporting services (e.g. awareness raising, data gathering and
reporting, or conducting research).
5. Transparency and surveillance features: in a competitive PRO set up, producers should have
access to the fee structures of competing PROs to make an informed decision. Governments must
also be able to access environmental performances, as well as ﬁnancial and technical aspects of EPR
schemes to appropriately assess the costs and beneﬁts of the EPR system in place and thus to adjust
the regulation accordingly.
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Regardless of these variable features, an EPR scheme should aim at providing an eﬀective collection
and a high reutilisation/quality recycling at cost-eﬀective fees for producers. Some of the following
good practices are put in place by EPR schemes across the world to ensure the lowest cost to society and to the producers as well as the highest sustainable, environmental and legal compliance:

Widespread geographical coverage of collection points – to ensure an easy
return system of used products for consumers and maximise the collection rate
(See case study: Oil in Canada).
Surveillance and transparency – to ensure the required performance benchmarks are met, e.g. periodic auditing of registered producers and waste treatment operators (See case study: Textile and Furniture in France).
Involvement of municipalities/local authorities – to ensure the implementation
of systems adapted to the local context such as in regards of collection (See
case study: Oil in Canada).
Strong awareness activities – at diﬀerent levels including consumers and other
industry stakeholders to improve awareness (See case studies: Oil in Canada,
Textile in France, Tyres in Belgium).
Promotion of sustainable design – to help companies improve their environmental performances through advice based on eco-design innovation research,
but also by linking them with recyclers (See case studies: Textile and Furniture in
France).
Proportionate and fair ﬁnancial contribution by member companies – to ensure
equal treatment between companies but also for the EPR scheme to cover the
costs necessary for compliance (See case study: Furniture in France).

The following section gives an overview of the diﬀerent EPR systems for WEEE, Packaging and
Batteries waste streams in France, Italy, Spain, Germany and the UK, highlighting their main characteristics and performances.
While they all generally incorporate the good practices, certain PROs go beyond by introducing
unique initiatives to increase their eﬀectiveness and eﬃciency, these too are outlined below and
marked as #GoodIdeas.
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01 - WEEE

Individual or
collective

France

UK

Spain

Germany

Italy

4 collective
schemes
Or individual

28 collective
schemes
Or individual

11 collective
schemes
Or individual

individual

13 collective
schemes
Or individual

Financial and/or
organisational

Financial and
organisational

Responsibility

Financial and organisational

Competition

Schemes: yes
Waste operators: yes

Proﬁt

Schemes: no
Schemes: yes
Waste operators: yes Waste operators: yes

Not-for-proﬁt
or for-proﬁt

Not-for-proﬁt

Not-for-proﬁt

100% coverage:
o collection;
o recycling/treatment.

Cost Coverage

Financial contribution to general
awareness raising campaign.
Producers must
report to third-party
agency quantities of:
Transparency
& surveillance

o EEE POM;
o WEEE collected
and treated.

Producers must
Producers must report
report to third-party to third-party agency
agency quantities of: quantities of:
o EEE POM;
o EEE POM;
o WEEE collected
o WEEE collected
and treated.
and treated.

Results
(Eurostat)

> 10,000 collection points

100% coverage:
o recycling/treatment.

Municipalities/Distributors ﬁnancially
responsible for
household collection.

Municipalities
ﬁnancially responsible for household
collection.

Producers must
Producers must
report to third-party report to third-party
agency quantities of: agency quantities of:
o EEE POM;
o EEE POM;
o WEEE collected
o WEEE collected
and treated.
and treated.

2018:
EEE POM: 2.3 Mt.
WEEE Collected:
850,000t
(770,000t from
Households).

Competition
governed by CdC
RAEE.
> 5,000
collection points
2018:
EEE POM: 1.4 Mt1.
WEEE Collected:
420,000t
(310,000t from
Households1).

Recycled & reused:
730,000t (85%).

Recycled & reused:
350,000t (84%).

> 11,000 collection points

2018:
EEE POM: 1.9 Mt.
WEEE Collected:
815,000t
(750,000t from
Households).

2018:
EEE POM: 1.5 Mt.
WEEE Collected:
815,000t
(810,000t from
Households).

2018:
EEE POM: 0.7 Mt.
WEEE Collected:
320,000t
(280,000t from
Households).

Recycled & reused:
600,000t (74%).

Recycled & reused: Recycled & reused:
700,000t (86%).
280,000t (86%).

Not-for-proﬁt

100% coverage:
o recycling/treatment.

Competition governed
by MITECO (Ministry of
Environment).

Competition
governed by OCAD3E.
Collection points

N/A

#GoodIdeas
Ecosystem (France) has over 3,200 collection points for professional WEEE
(going beyond the large network PROs usually have for household WEEE) and
also oﬀers mobile phone collection via post system service that contributed to the
collection of 25,000 devices in 2020 (https://www.jedonnemontelephone.fr/).
REPIC (UK) allows producers to collect directly from their consumers, and
integrates it in REPIC overall collection targets. This contributes to an increased
collection rate, decrease in the costs paid by the members, and increase reuse rate.
Ecotic (Spain) ensures maximum traceability of waste through Radio Frequency
Identiﬁcation, RFID (electronic tag system) to identify WEEE by placing tags on
products at the collection points; this is primarily used for air-conditioning units
and large electrical appliances.

1

CdC data for Household WEEE as data is not available for Italy in 2018 from Eurostat
https://www.raeeitalia.it/assets/uploads/rapporto-impianti-2019.pdf
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02 - Batteries

Individual or
collective

France

UK

Spain

Germany

Italy

2 collective
schemes
Or individual

5 collective
schemes
Or individual

4 collective
schemes
Or individual

4 collective
schemes
Or individual

13 collective
schemes and
3 individual

Financial and organisational

Responsibility

Schemes: yes
Waste operators: yes

Competition
Proﬁt

Not-for-proﬁt
/ for-proﬁt

Not-for-proﬁt

Not-for-proﬁt

Not-for-proﬁt

Not-for-proﬁt
/ for-proﬁt

100% coverage of: collection, sorting,
recycling/treatment, awareness campaigns.

Cost Coverage

Transparency
& surveillance
Clearinghouse

Producers report to third-party agency quantities of:
o batteries POM;
o batteries collected and treated.

Producers report to
third-party agency
quantities of:
o batteries POM;
o batteries collected and treated.
Competition
governed by
CDCNPA.

Collection

Results

One point per
900 inhabitants

One point per
1,250 inhabitants

One point per
1,600 inhabitants

One point per
480 inhabitants

One point per
11,270 inhabitants

2018:
Portable batteries:
POM: 31,000t;
Collection rate:
14,500t (47%).

2018:
Portable batteries:
POM: 39,000t;
Collection rate:
17,500t (45%).

2018:
Portable batteries:
POM: 13,000t;
Collection rate:
4,500t (37%).

2018:
Portable batteries:
POM: 52,000t;
Collection rate:
23,500t (48%).

2018:
Portable batteries:
POM: 25,000t;
Collection rate:
10,750t (43%).

Automotive and
industrial batteries:
POM: 258,000t;
Recycling rates:
o 86% lead
(149,000t);
o 80% Nickel
Cadmium (2,800t);
o 80% others
(15,500t).

Automotive and
industrial batteries:
POM: 401,000t;
Recycling rates:
o 85% lead
(165,000t);
o 79% Nickel
Cadmium (180t);
o 64% others (800t).

Automotive and
industrial batteries:
POM: 250,954t;
Recycling rates:
o 68% lead
(134,000t);
o 82% Nickel
Cadmium (310t);
o 91% others (7,900t).

Automotive and
industrial batteries:
POM: 294,020t;
Recycling rates:
o 81% lead
(162,000t);
o 79% Nickel
Cadmium (970t);
o 84% others
(14,600t).

Automotive and
industrial batteries:
POM: 345,000t;
Recycling rates:
o 90% lead (195,000t)
(2017);
o 79% Nickel Cadmium (200t) (2016);
o 62% others (2,178t)
(2016).

#GoodIdeas
Corepile (France) has particularly strong communication and awareness raising
campaigns:
o three online games and a game centre in Paris;
o partnered with 15 inﬂuencers through Instagram and youtube;
o a national campaign and an exposition on recycling;
o provide material to their members for free to raise awareness and to collect
waste directly (e.g. small containers, informative materials);
o run a satisfaction survey among stakeholders.
BatteryBack (UK) established the ﬁrst UK battery recycling plant (operated by
WasteCare) to help reduce the costs of recycling by avoiding the shipment abroad
of batteries to be recycled.
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GRS (Germany) ensures the safety of collection by providing three diﬀerent
collection containers for portable batteries according to three safety classes:
1) conventional batteries 2) high energy batteries 3) damaged high energy batteries.
GRS (Germany) also operates the ﬁrst nation-wide collection system for e-bike
batteries through the use a transport barrel, adequate quantity of non-ﬂammable
ﬁller material and PE bags.

03 - Packaging

Individual or
collective

France

UK

Spain

Germany

Italy

2 collective
schemes
Or individual

>40 collective
schemes
Or individual

2 collective
schemes
Or individual

9 collective
schemes
Or individual

1 collective
scheme (CONAI) and
3 individual systems

Financial

Responsibility

Financial and organisational

Competition

Schemes: no
Waste operators:
yes

Schemes: yes
Waste operators:
yes

Proﬁt

Not-for-proﬁt

For-proﬁt

Stream Coverage

Cost Coverage

Household

Household and C&I

80% coverage of:

No cost coverage
obligation.

o collection;
o sorting;
o recycling
/ treatment;
o administrative;
o communication.
Financial
contribution to
general interest
campaign, R&D.

Schemes: yes
Waste operators:
yes

Schemes: yes
Waste operators:
yes

Not-for-proﬁt

For-proﬁt

Not-for-proﬁt

Household and household-type

Household and C&I

100% coverage of:
o collection;
o sorting;
o recycling/treatment;
o administrative;
o communication.

10% of cost
voluntarily
covered.
Market-based:
cost coverage for
collection and
recycling varies
on market
ﬂuctuation.

Financial contribution to general interest campaign.

Producers and waste operators must report to third-party agencies quantities of:
o packaging POM;
o packaging sorted and treated.

Transparency
& surveillance

Results

2

Schemes: no
Waste operators:
yes

2018:

2018:

2018:

2018:

2018:

o 5 Mt POM;
o 3.5 Mt recycled;
o 69.6% recycling
rate.

o 11.8 Mt POM;
o 7.3 Mt recycled;
o 62% recycling
rate.

o 7.5 Mt POM;
o 5.2 Mt recycled;
o 69% recycling
rate.

o 8.9 Mt POM;
o 6.1 Mt recycled;
o 69% recycling
rate.

o 12.6 Mt POM;
o 9 Mt recycled;
o 67% recycling
rate.

#GoodIdeas
CITEO (France) provides a variety of tools to help producers eco-design their
packaging, including “FEEL” to minimize their impact on the environment as well
as their ﬁnancial contribution to the scheme, and “BEE” to determine the environmental impact of the packaging through a life cycle analysis.
Valpak (UK) created “Valpak Insight”, the largest packaging data warehouse in the
UK for businesses to rapidly analyse data across their supply chains (e.g. recyclability, carbon impact, Plastics Pact targets, costs and supplier performance).

2

C&I: Commercial and Industrial
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Valpak (UK) also oﬀers producers additional chargeable services including
consultancy services to help businesses increase their ability to become compliant with obligations, to achieve recognised sustainability standards and to identify
where materials have been overreported.
Ecoembes (Spain) organises trainings of municipal staﬀ and sorting plant operators to improve process eﬃciency, as well as people in a vulnerable socioeconomic situation to work in the recycling sector. Ecoembes also uses technology to
optimise eﬃciency of packaging pick-up and sorting process including container
level detectors, and GPS to plan pick-up routs.
Der Grüne Punkt (Germany) created alternative sources of revenue through its
own brand ‘Systalen’ for high-quality recyclates developed from post-consumer
plastic waste.
Der Grüne Punkt (Germany) also helps producers customise solutions for
take-back systems (e.g. reverse-vending-machine retrieval, deposit clearing, etc.)
and supports its members for eco-design through the initiative Design4Recycling
providing extensive guidelines and advice for producers.

Cases of Successful EPR schemes
The following section outlines a series of successful examples of EPR schemes including textiles and
furniture in France, tyres in Belgium as well as oil in Canada. These schemes have been selected as
they have implemented practices that contribute to eﬀective collection and recycling while minimising costs and ensuring the highest sustainable and environmental performances. Some of these good
practices include good geographical coverage, transparency, local authority involvement, strong
awareness activities, sustainable design promotion, and fair contributions by member producers. A summary of the key information collected through interviews of each of these schemes is presented below.
Communication
budget %

R&D budget %
3%
N/A

15%

2.3%
Non HH
1%

% recycled

39%

N/A
1% HH3

1% HH
0.3% Non HH
4%

37%
110%

Furniture (France) HH / Non HH

Tyres (Belgium)

Oil (Canada)

58%
89%

56%

Textiles (France)

HH: Household

% reused

34%
113%

Cases of Successful EPR schemes

3

% collected

32%

4%
1%
68%
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Textiles in France
PRO: Eco TLC
Since start of the EPR policy: post-consumer textiles collection increased
annually by 13% with an increase of 6% and 2% in recycled and reuse rate
respectively.
Footwear
Home
textile

19%

15%

66%
648,000
tonnes of
textiles
POM in
2019

38%

250,000
tonnes of
textiles
collected

Clothing
Recycled

Disposed without
0.5% energy recovery

33.5%
8%

Destined for
energy recovery

58%
Textiles in France, 2019

Reused

Factors driving success:
Widespread geographical coverage of collection points – over 46,000 collection points nationwide, with more than one collection point per 1,440 inhabitants.
Surveillance and transparency – producers are required to provide a certiﬁcate
of veracity for their declaration of quantities of textiles, linens and shoes POM,
which must be certiﬁed by a chartered accountant and checked annually by
third-party audit. To beneﬁt from ﬁnancial support from Eco TLC, sorting operators must also meet traceability conditions including reporting and demonstrating the origin of the used clothing, home textiles and footwear sorted.
Strong consumer-awareness activities – both through the support of local
authorities as well as through their own wide array of digital resources, Eco TLC
organises social media campaigns as well as provides an online map to ﬁnd the
nearest collection point.
Promotion of sustainable methods – through eco-modulation tariﬀs as well as
through its R&D activities on eco-design, more than 40 million additional
eco-modulated items were declared to the PRO in 2019 in comparison to 2018.
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Furniture in France
PRO: Eco-mobilier and Valdelia
Between 2014 and 2017, the tonnage of collected furniture increased by
87%, tonnages of reused furniture quadrupled, and landﬁlling of waste
furniture reduced to under 22%.

2.68 million
tonnes of
furniture
items put
on the
French
market in
2018

Energy
recovery
1% Reused

45%

1.2 million
tonnes were
collected

32%

11%

Destined to
elimination by
incineration

56%
Recycled

Furniture in France, 2018

Factors driving success:
Widespread geographical coverage of collection points – over 4,000 collection
points are covering 96% of the French territory to enable easy deposit of household furniture (along with an online mapping of collection points); whilst Valdelia
predominantly collects used furniture directly from professional furniture holders
(e.g. hospitals, hotels).
Surveillance and transparency – PROs report the composition of the waste
collected to public authorities (ADEME), along with data on the reuse of furniture
items on behalf of their collection partners.
Promotion of sustainable methods – funding from eco-contribution fees is also
used to incentivise waste management operators in carrying out recycling as
opposed to landﬁlling activities, which is imperative given the high recycling
costs. R&D activities are also conducted to improve the eﬃciency of recycling
and valorisation methods.
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Tyres in Belgium
PRO: Recytyre
Between 2006 and 2019, material recycling of tyres increased from 40% to
97% and tyres destined to energy recovery decreased from 50% to 2.5%.

88,500
tonnes
were
collected
in 2019 *

79,000
tonnes of
tyres POM
in 2019

Retread
5% Reused
3.5%
2.5% Energy recovery

89%

Material
recovery
* with a collection rate higher than 100% as the scheme covers tyres
POM in previous years and those from neighbouring countries.
Tyre in Belgium, 2018

Factors driving success:
Widespread geographical coverage of collection points – the points of sale for
tyres e.g. garages and tyre retailers, must accept the take back of waste tyres
free of charge, even if no new tyres have been purchased. Municipalities may
also carry out collections that are compensated by Recytyre.
Surveillance and transparency – the PRO conducts regular inspections to monitor the achievement of targets and reports them to the relevant public authority
in each of Belgium’s regions including the total amount of tyres POM, of used
tyres ﬁt for reuse and the treatment methods used.
Regulatory targets – regulatory targets are important to ensure great performances and allow to reinforce the waste hierarchy principle as collected tyres
are ﬁrst and foremost to be sorted in function of reuse and retread, and landﬁlling
of tyres is prohibited.
Strong awareness activities – waste tyre prevention programmes and innovation
activities led by Recytyre include conferences with industry actors to explore the
diversiﬁcation of commercial outputs for materials recovered from the recycling
of used tires. Another awareness factor helping the successful recovery of used
tyres is the visible contribution of the environmental cost of the tyre which is
indicated on the consumer ticket at the point of purchase.
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Used Oil in British Columbia
PRO: British Columbia Used Oil Management Association (BCUOMA)
* BCUOMA states that
only a portion of every
litre of oil and antifreeze
sold is available for
recovery because an
estimated 30% of the oil
and 75% of the antifreeze
is consumed during use.
As such, BCUOMA states
that the collection rate
for used oil was of 110%
from what has not been
consumed through use.

Recycled
93 million
litres of
oil POM
in 2019

110%*

51 million
litres were
collected

32%

68%
Reused

12.5 million litres of
antifreeze POM in
2019, out of which
3.1 million litres
were available for
collection

85%

6.9 million ﬁlter
units POM in 2019

92%

2.2 million kg of
used containers
POM in 2019

81%

2.7 million
litres were
collected

6.4 million
units were
collected

1.8 million
kg
were
collected

100%

Recycled

Energy
2% recovered
98%

Recycled

100%

Recycled

Oil in Canada, 2019

Factors driving success:
Widespread geographical coverage of collection points – producers are
required to set up collection facilities for consumers free of charge which must
operate at least 5 days per week. Thanks to BCUOMA, 99% of citizens have
‘reasonable’ access to collection sites even in remote areas.
Surveillance and transparency – BCUOMA is required to produce an annual
report on the performance of its program, including the quantities of waste
produced and collected and how the recovered products were managed in
accordance with the Pollution Prevention Hierarchy.
Strong consumer-awareness activities – widespread consumer awareness
activities are organised by BCUOMA including an online map to locate the nearest collection point, strong social media presence and community engagement
street activities (e.g. awareness-raising stalls).
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Conclusion
The collection and recycling of waste is crucial as it helps retain resources in the loop, avoid unnecessary CO2 emissions and protect people from the potential impact of hazardous substances.

In 2020, Erion avoided the emission in the environment
of 1.8 million tonnes of CO2 equivalent.
While EPR is a tool capable of maintaining the value within waste products alongside ensuring environmental standards, it also represents an increasing administrative and operational burden for
producers. As the case studies assessed in this report have demonstrated, in exchange for the
eco-contribution fee paid by its members, PROs take on a series of producers’ responsibilities, in most
cases covering the full cost and organisation of: waste collection and treatment, awareness campaigns and R&D activities that contribute to the critical prevention of waste generation.
In order for schemes to better perform their waste management responsibilities, while also pursuing
economic eﬃciency to provide their members with quality service, the following good practices have
been identiﬁed in this report.

Aim to establish a
wide geographical
collection system
for waste.

Provide support to
companies for the
improvement of
their environmental
performance
through R&D.

Track changes in
regulations (and adapt
systems in accordance)
to ensure members’
compliance.

Conduct awareness
raising activities for
consumers.

Ensure eﬃcient
management and
coordination of network
of all the actors involved
in waste management.
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Most of these practices are incorporated by the schemes assessed in the report, which is reﬂected in
their performance:

All the packaging schemes in the EU4 have achieved over 60% recycling rates
(exceeding the EU directive target).

Since the start of the French textiles scheme, post-consumer textiles collection has
risen annually by 13% (reaching a rate of 38.5% in 2019) along with a 6.1% rise in recycled textiles and a reuse rate of almost 60% in 2019 already supersiding the legal
requirement.

The Belgian tyres scheme has achieved a collection rate that exceeds the amounts put
on market, and has increased recycling rate of tyres from 40% to 97% since its start.

The tonnage of collected furniture in France has doubled from 2014 to 2018, with
storage/landﬁll of waste furniture being reduced to under 22% and the recycling rate
(57.6% in 2018) exceeding the 45% target. Stark contrast to estimated levels of incineration of furniture waste across the EU being 80-90%, with less than 10% being recycled
in 2017.

BCUOMA in British Columbia achieves over 100% collection rate for used oil and
treats all the waste through recycling or energy recovery (reaching 100% recycling
rates for used containers and antifreeze, and 98% recycling rate for used oil).

Regardless of the varying forms EPR schemes may take, a scheme should aim to incorporate the
activities/roles enumerated above to ensure the provision of an eﬀective collection system, a high
reutilization rate and high-quality recycling. In this manner, PROs play a crucial role in facilitating and
optimising waste management for producers and consumers.

Overall, collective EPR schemes allow producers to comply with
ever-changing regulations while maximizing the ﬁnancial, environmental
and social beneﬁts to society and to the producers.

Via Messina, 38, 20154 Milano, Italy
02-50020350
info@erion.it

